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In 1933 J. Schreier and S. Ulam [3] gave the Jordan-Hiilder composition 
series for the group Sym(S) of all permutations of a countable set S. In 
particular, they showed that any normal subgroup containing a permutation 
P with infinite support must in fact be all of Sym(S). This is equivalent to 
the statement that the conjugacy class containing such a P must generate 
Sym(S), i.e., that every permutation T E Sym(S) can be represented as a 
finite product of permutations conjugate to P. 
More recently, in [2], it has been shown that if the disjoint-cycle 
decomposition of P consists of infinitely many infinite cycles (and no other 
cycles) then every permutation in Sym(S) can be represented as a product 
of two permutations, both conjugate to P. On the other hand the present 
author proved, in [l], that if the disjoint-cycle decomposition of P consists 
of precisely one infinite cycle (and no others) then every permutation in 
Sym(S) can be represented as a product of three permutations each conjugate 
to P; however, no finite odd permutation is a product of two such infinite 
cycles. 
In this paper we exhibit a new conjugacy class which has the property 
that every permutation of S is a product of two permutations from that class, 
and make use of this and a result from [l] in considering a more general 
question which now arises naturally: Given a permutation P of S with 
infinite support, is there an integer m(P) such that every permutation in 
Sym(S) can be represented as a product of m permutations, each conjugate 
to P ? Can such an m be found which is independent of P ? We answer both 
questions affirmatively in proving the following theorem which is nearly 
best possible: 
THEOREM. Let P be any permutation of the countable set S such that P has 
in$nite support. Then every permutation of S is a product of four permutations, 
each conjugate to P. 
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Notation. A(T) denotes the set of symbols of S which are moved by 
T E Sym(S); the d.c.d. of T means the collection of all cycles in the disjoint- 
cycle decomposition of T; (T)le d enotes the cardinality of the set of cycles of 
length K in the d.c.d. of T, 1 < k < CO. &s denotes the conjugacy class of 
permutations of S consisting of infinitely many l-cycles, infinitely many 
2-cycles, and infinitely many 3-cycles, with no infinite cycles and no finite 
cycles of length 34. L?!\8 means the set-theoretic difference of GZ and 59. 
All products of permutations are executed from right to left, and the o 
notation will sometimes be used for emphasis to separate two permutations, 
and means composition (product). 
LEMMA 1. Let c = (... x~3x~zx~1xOx1xzx3 ...) be the permutation of (LX$‘~ 
given by c(q) = xi+1 . Then there exist permutations R, SE bc,~z, such that 
c=RaS. 
Proof. We first define R and S on the subset 
Q = (x-5, x-4, x-3 ,-**I x0, Xl, x2, x33 
as follows: 
S(xo) = x0 , Sk,) = Xl 7 R&J = ~1, W-1) = xz , 
S(Xl) = x-1 , q-21 = x2 3 R(x,) = xo > R(x-2) = x2 , 
S(x2) = x-3 , S(x-3) = x-2 ) +2) = x-1 , R(x-~) = x3 , 
8(x3) = x-5 , S(x-4) = x-4 , Q3) = x-4 , R(x-~) = x-~ , 
S-5) = x3 7 R(x-J = x4 . 
It is easy to check that both R and S, restricted to G\{x-,> consist only of 
l-cycles, 2-cycles, and 3-cycles. Furthermore, RS(xJ = xi+1 for each xi E Q. 
In order to define R and S on the remainder of (xi}?, , we partition the 
(xi}_“,\s2 according to the residues (mod 3) of their subscripts i. 
If i > 4 and i = 1 (mod 3), let S(q) = XQ+~) and R(x,) = x-(~+~J , 
i G 2 (mod 3), let S(x,) = xi+r and R(xJ = x-(;+~) , 
i = 0 (mod 3), let S(x,) = x-u+s) and R(xJ = xi. 
If i < -6 and i = 0 (mod 3), let S(q) = x-(~+~) and R(xJ = x-Q+~) , 
i = 2 (mod 3), let S(x,) = xi and R(xJ = x~+~, 
i = 1 (mod 3), let S(q) = x-(~+~) and R(xi) = xqitl) . 
We may now verify directly that for each xi E {z$“,\Q we have RS(xJ = xi+1 . 
Furthermore, whenever i ,< -6 and i = 0 (mod 3), R contains the 3-cycle 
(x~x-(~+~~x*~-~); if i < -6 and i = 1 (mod 3) R contains the transposition 
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(x~x-(~+~)); for i 3 -4, i 3 0 (mod 3) R contains the l-cycle (xi). Thus 
R E GJ:“, . Similarly, for i < -6 and i = 0 (mod 3), S contains the 
2-cycle (xixqi+a)); if i < -6 and i = 1 (mod 3), S contains the 3-cycle 
(xixqi+s)xqi+a~); whenever i < -6, i g 2 (mod 3), S contains the l-cycle 
(xi). Thus the d.c.d. of S also consists of infinitely many l-cycles, infinitely 
many 2-cycles, and infinitely many 3-cycles, and no other cycles, so 
s E 4ZiPrn . 
Now suppose {xi}bl is any collection of k symbols from S. For even k > 4, 
let &< denote the conjugacy class of permutations of (xi}~=, whose d.c.d. 
consists of one l-cycle, one 3-cycle, and (R - 4)/2 2-cycles; let yk denote 
the class of permutations of {x~}~=, whose d.c.d. consists of two l-cycles and 
(k - 2)/2 2-cycles. For odd k > 5, let 9, denote the class of permutations 
of (q}~=r whose d.c.d. consists of two I-cycles, one 3-cycle, and (k - 5)/2 
2-cycles. We then have the following 
LEMMA 2. Let (x1xzx3 .‘. xk) be a $nite cycle of length k 2 4, and %Yk 
the conjugacy class of permutations of {xi>FEl which are k-cycles. Then, with 
Zk, yIc and & defined as above we have Q?k C $kHk = Zkyk for k even, and 
%Tk C c5?&Zk for k odd. 
Proof. Since 
(XIXZX3X4) = @3)(X4)W2) o (x1)( x2x3x4) = (x2)(x1x3x4) o (X3)(X4)(V2)~ 
the lemma is true for k = 4. When k 3 6 is even, we have 
( XIX2 ... -4 = (X(k+z)lz)(X(k+4),2)(~~,2x(~+6),2 )h-2) ,2%+3) /2) 
.‘. (x4xg-l)(x3xk)(x2x1) o (X1)(X2%)(X3%--1) 
” (x(k-2) /Zx(k+6) ,2)(xk12x(k+2) /2%+4) /2 ) E 25 o % . 
Note that fk 0 Xk = Sk 0 jk since both are conjugacy classes. Since 
(x1x2x3x4x5) = (x4)(x5)(x1x2x3) o (x1)(x2)(x3x4x5h 
the lemma is true when k = 5. When k 3 7 is odd, we have 
( XIX2 .,’ xk) = (x(k+5) ,2hk+7) /2%+3) /2)(x(k+9)12x(k+1)/2 ) 
THEOREM 1. Let T be any permutation of a countably infinite set S. Then 
T may be expressed as a product R, 0 R, of two conjugate permutations belonging 
to 8, . 
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Proof. (i) d&(T) is infinite. Let {fi}ier d enote the collection of symbols 
which appear among the I-, 2-, or 3-cycles of T, and assume first that 
Ena4 (T)% < CO and (T), = 0. Since J%‘(T) is infinite, either (T)2 = co or 
( T)3 = CO. If (T)a = cc [and ( T)3 is arbitrary], we put R,(fJ = T(fi) and 
R2(fi) = fi if either fi is fixed by T or appears in a 3-cycle of T. Since 
(fi,fi,)(fi,fiS(fi,fi,)(fi,fi,) 
= (fi,fi,fi,)(fi,)(fijfi,)(fi,fi,) o (fi,fi,f~,)(fi,)(fi,fi,)(fi,fi,), 
we can express T restricted to all of {fi}iGI as a product of two permutations 
in 4f& . Using Lemma 2 on the finite cycles of T of length 24, we may 
now define R, and R, on all of S so that R, 0 R, = T and R, , R, E Bs . 
I f  (T)2 < co and (T)3 = co, we put R,(fJ = T(fJ and R,(fJ = fi if fi 
is either fixed by T or appears in a 2-cycle of T. Since 
(f~,f&(h,.fi,fi,) = (fi,fi,)(fi,)(fi,fi,fiJ o (fi,)(fi,fi,)(fi,fi,fi,), 
we can again express T restricted to all of {fi>icr as a product of two 
permutations belonging to rZtfi) . Just as before, one can use Lemma 2 on the 
finite cycles of T of length >,4 to get T = R, 0 R2 , Ri E 6, . 
Now suppose (T)m > 0 [and Cn3r (T), arbitrary]. By Lemma 1 we can 
express each infinite cycle c as a product of two permutations in Q&cc) . 
Thus, if C denotes the product of the (disjoint) infinite cycles of T, we can 
express T, restricted to A(C), as a product of two permutations in d&cc) . 
I f  C’ denotes the product of the (disjoint) finite cycles of T of length 34, 
we can use Lemma 2 to express T, restricted to &Z(C), as a product of two 
permutations of &(C’), each containing at most l-, 2-, or 3-cycles. Further- 
more, the restriction of T to {fi}ier can easily be expressed as a product of 
two permutations of {fi}isl, each with at most l-, 2-, or 3-cycles. Again 
we can find R, and R, E 8, with R, 0 R, = T. 
A slight subtlety arises when (T)p = 0 and Cna4 (T)n = 30. Let C, 
denote the product of the (disjoint) odd-length (35) cycles in the d.c.d. 
of T, and C, the product of the even-length (34) cycles of T. I f  
c nas 71 odd (T)n = “o, we know using Lemma 2 that T restricted to &!(C,) 
can be expressed as a product of two permutations belonging to C&(,0) . 
Also by Lemma 2, T restricted to &(C,) can be expressed as a product of 
two permutations of &(C,) each with at most I-, 2-, or 3-cycles. As before 
the restriction of T to {fijier is easily decomposed, and thus T may be 
correctly decomposed on all of S. On the other hand, if Cnaj n 0dd (T)% < CO 
and La4 n eYen (TL = a, let el , e2, ea ,..., be the cycles of T of finite 
even length 24. By Lemma 2 we can express each ei E {e, , e3 , e5 , e7 ,...} 
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as a product ej’) 0 ei2) of permutations of d(q), e:l) containing 
only I- and 2-cycles, ei2) containing l-, 2-, and 3-cycles only. Also, each 
ei 6 +2 , e4 , e6 , es ,... } can be expressed as a product ej’) 0 e:‘) of permutations 
of &‘(ej), where this time e$” contains just I-, 2-, and 3-cycles and e,!“’ contains 
only l- and 2-cycles. As before, T restricted to &?(C,J can be expressed as 
a product of two permutations of J&‘(C,,), each with only l-, 2-, and 3-cycles. 
The restriction of T to {fJiGI is handled exactly as before, and now the 
theorem is proved for all T E Sym(S), with d(T) infinite. 
(ii) J&‘(T) is finite. Here, let {fJz~r denote just the infinitely many 
symbols which are fixed by T. Define R, on {fi} by 
Rl = (fi)(fif3)(fsf5f4)(f)(~~~)(fizfilfio) . . 
and define R, on {fi} by 
R2 = (fi)(fif2)(f4f5fe)(f7)(fsfg)(f~~f~~f~2) ... . 
Then R, 0 R, = T restricted to {fi}, and R, , R, E &cfi) . As before, by 
Lemma 2 we can define R, and R, on d(T) = S\{f,} in such a way that R, 
and R, each have at most I-, 2-, or 3-cycles and R, 0 R, = T restricted to 
k’(T). Again we conclude that R, and R, can be defined on all of S so that 
T=RloR,andR,,R,~&s. 
THEOREM 2. Let P be any permutation of the countable set S, with A’(P) 
in$nite. Suppose R is any permutation in 8, . Then there exist permutations 
U, V of S such that U and V are conjugate to P in Sym(S) and R = U 0 V. 
Proof. We partition the l-, 2-, and 3-cycles of the d.c.d. of R according 
to the d.c.d. of P. Corresponding to each infinite cycle C, of P, we choose 
a different infinite subcollection of l-cycles, infinite subcollection of 2-cycles, 
and infinite subcollection of 3-cycles from the d.c.d. of R. For each n, let 
{x~“‘}~~-~ denote the set of symbols of S in these I-, 2-, and 3-cycles; we 
have chosen cycles so that {x$.“‘};“=-~ n {x~“‘}~=-~ = @ if m # n. According 
to Theorem 4.2 of [l], we know that for each n there exist two infinite cycles 
a, t b, , with &‘(a,) = .A’(b,) = {x:“‘>~=-~ and a, 0 6, = R restricted to 
{x~‘}~=-~ . We define the permutations 
U, V on u {x$“‘}~=-~ by U = ala2 ..* and V = b,b, .... 
n 
Since A(ak) n .A’(bJ = o if k + 1, we find that 
U 0 V = ala2 ... b,b, *.. = a,b,a,b,a,b, ... = R, 
restricted to uI1 {x~“‘},“=-~ . 
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Corresponding to each l-cycle in the d.c.d. of P, we choose a l-cycle 
(w,) from the remaining cycles of R, and now we include this l-cycle in the 
definitions of U and I’. Thus U 0 I’ = R restricted also to lJn {u,}. Cor- 
responding to each 2-cycle in the d.c.d. of P, we choose a pair of l-cycles 
from the remaining cycles of R, say (w~,~)(w~,~)~ If we define both U and V 
on Un {w,,~ , w,,~) by U = V = (wl,lw~,2)(w2,1w2,2)(w3,1w3,2) ... T then it is 
obvious that now U 0 V = R restricted also to Un {w,,r , ~,,a}. Corresponding 
to each 3-cycle in the d.c.d. of P, we choose a 3-cycle (~,,ru,,su,,a) from 
the remaining cycles of R. If we define U and V on lJn {u,,r , u,,s , u,,s} by 
u = v = (~l,lU1,3~1,2)(~2,1~2,3U2,2) ... @7L1%3%2) ..‘> 
we have U 0 V = R, restricted now also to lJn {u%,r , u,,~ , u,,~}. 
Corresponding to each k-cycle (k 2 4) in the d.c.d. of P, we assign a 
collection of the remaining cycles of R and define U and V on the cor- 
responding subsets of symbols of S as follows: 
(i) When K = 0 (mod 4) choose, corresponding to each cycle k, of 
length K, k/2 new 2-cycles from the d.c.d. of R, say 
LGz,2)> (4L3tn,4)r..., (Lk-34Lk--a), (Lb-1hL.k). 
Define U and V on Un {tn,i}fzr , each as a product of (P)k disjoint K-cycles, 
bY 
U=...(t t -t -t -t -t -t -t _ n,k n,k 3 n.k 1 n.k 2 n,lc 4 n,k 7 n.k 5 n,k 6 
. ..t t t t t t t t n,a n,5 ?I,7 %,I3 n.4 n.1 n.3 n.2 )..., 
v = . . . (t t t t t t t t n,2 n,4 n,1 n,3 9L,6 n,a n.5 n,7 
.‘. t n,L 6 12.1, 4 n,k 7 n.k 5 n,h 2 n,k n,k 3 n,k 1 ._ t ._ t _ t _ t ._ t t _ t _ ) . . . . 
Then we may easily check that U 0 V = R restricted now also to 
Un &z,i>Ll . 
(ii) When k = 2 (mod 4) choose, corresponding to each cycle k, of 
length k, (k - 2)/2 new 2-cycles and 2 new l-cycles, say 
(S dn,Z)~*, (sn,k-3sn,k-2), (sn,k-l), &~,7,). 
Define U and V on Un {~~,~}~=r , each as a product of (P)k disjoint k-cycles, 
as follows: 
u = .” ~S,,k-2S,,k-5S~.k-3S,,k-4s~~k-GSn.L-SSn..k-3 
... s n,3S,.5S,,~S~,3S,,4S~~~s~,3s~,2s~,k-~s~~k~ .“T 
v=.-(s s n.2 n,4Sn.1Sn.3S,,6Sn~aS~,5s~,7 
... s n,k-8Sn,k-6Sn.k-9S,,k-7s~,k-4s~,k-2Sn.k-5s~,k-3~~,ks~,k-~ “‘* 1 
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Again, it is easily checked that U 0 V = R restricted now also to 
Ufi {s~,~}:=~ . In case K = 1 or 3 (mod 4) the method is nearly the same. 
In the first instance we choose (k - 1)/2 2-cycles and one l-cycle from the 
remaining cycles of the d.c.d. of R; in the latter case we choose (R - 3)/2 
2-cycles and three 1 -cycles. The construction of Ii and V so that 0’ 0 V = R 
proceeds almost exactly as in the case Fz G 2 (mod 4), the only difference 
being that for these odd K we introduce a different number of fixed symbols 
of R at the end of both U and V. 
Since J&‘(P) is infinite, the preceding constructions may be carried out in 
such a way that each I-, 2-, or 3-cycle of R has been chosen to correspond 
to some cycle of P (though in general the same cycle of P may correspond to 
many cycles of R). Furthermore, we have insured at each stage that 
U 0 V = R, that (U), = (V), = (P)k for each k > 1, and that (U), = 
(V), = (P),; the th eorem is completely proved. 
THEOREM 3. Let P be any permutation of the countable set S, with A’(P) 
in$nite. Then every permutation T in Sym(S) is a product of four permutations, 
each conjugate to P. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, T = R, 0 R, , where R, , R, E &s . By Theorem 2, 
R, = U, 0 VI and R, = U, 0 V, , where l,‘r , U, , V, , V, are each conjugate 
to P in Sym(S). Thus T = R, o R, = U, o VI o U, o V, . 
As was mentioned earlier in the introduction, we have shown elsewhere 
that if the d.c.d. of P consists of precisely one infinite cycle (and no others) 
then every permutation of S is a product of three permutations conjugate 
to P. Since we have not been able to construct a counterexample, we make 
the following: 
Conjecture. Let P be any permutation of the countable set S, with J%‘(P) 
infinite. Then every T E Sym(S) is a product of three permutations, each 
conjugate to P. 
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